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ABSTRACT
Origami devices have the ability to spatially reconfigure between 2D and 3D states through folding motions. The precise
mapping of origami presents a novel method to spatially tune radio frequency (RF) devices, including adaptive antennas,
sensors, reflectors, and frequency selective surfaces (FSSs). While conventional RF FSSs are designed based upon a
planar distribution of conductive elements, this leaves the large design space of the out of plane dimension underutilized. We investigated this design regime through the computational study of four FSS origami tessellations with
conductive dipoles. The dipole patterns showed increased resonance shift with decreased separation distances, with the
separation in the direction orthogonal to the dipole orientations having a more significant effect. The coupling
mechanisms between dipole neighbours were evaluated by comparing surface charge densities, which revealed the gain
and loss of coupling as the dipoles moved in and out of alignment via folding. Collectively, these results provide a basis
of origami FSS designs for experimental study and motivates the development of computational tools to systematically
predict optimal fold patterns for targeted frequency response and directionality.
Keywords: origami, frequency selective surface, tuning, radio frequency

1. INTRODUCTION
Origami, the art of paper folding, has been applied in many engineering disciplines to explore new design concepts such
as self-assembled devices [1, 2] and foldable robots [3-5]. Notable examples demonstrate that origami can offer
guidance to the design of spatially reconfigurable devices. Application of this design concept in radio-frequency (RF)
devices is particularly relevant as the electromagnetic (EM) interactions of RF components are sensitive to geometry and
relative spacing of conductive elements [6, 7].
Reconfigurability of RF devices are often attained through inclusion of lumped components; some of the emerging
techniques involve integration of metamaterial-inspired designs with varactor tuning [8] and microfluidics for medium
property tuning [8, 9]. While spatial re-arrangement of components leads to a dramatic expansion of the design space,
such design strategies have been under-utilized for a number of reasons. Traditionally, there was not enough motivation
to consider 3D designs or inclusion of morphing components due to the added complexity and manufacturing challenges.
Recent development in advanced manufacturing technology such as additive and subtractive manufacturing and smart
materials enables arbitrarily complex fabrications at a relatively low cost, providing new opportunities to reconsider the
way we design devices. In addition, the complex relationship between geometries and RF component interactions limited
the use of traditional empirical or analytical-based design approaches for 3D device designs. Powerful computational
tools facilitate the performance evaluation of a device with general 3D geometry, for example, using the finite element
method (FEM). Origami design concepts provide a convenient design constraint to spatial reconfiguration so that any
design in consideration is physically realizable through folding.
To demonstrate the design concept, this article presents spatial reconfiguration of frequency response of a well-known
system of dipole-based frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) through origami folding. The study focuses on the designs
investigated in [10]; new simulations in the S-band (2-4GHz) frequency range are carried out to analyze the effect of
material properties and underlying principles of resonance tuning.
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2. FOLDA
ABLE GEOM
METRY
2.1 Rigid fooldable pattern
ns
The fold pattterns evaluated
d in this study follow
f
the definnition of rigid foldability. Thhe rigid foldablle model assum
mes all
facets and foldlines are perfectly rigid. Suuch geometric reconfiguration
r
n may be descrribed through affine
a
transform
mation
[11] as illustrrated in Figure 1 (a) and used to carry out thhe simulation of the folding process using thhe time derivattive [12].
The necessarry condition for rigid foldabillity of each verrtex is written as
a
=

where

⋯

=

(1)

dennotes the follow
wing transform
mation matrix reeferring to secttor angle and fold
fo rotations of line i and faccet i:
=

1
= 0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0
1

(2)

While sectorr angles: ′ arre fixed for eaach crease patteern, fold anglees: ′ are statee variables thaat determine thhe folded
configurationn, whose evolu
ution describes the folding proocess. The diffferential form:
=

(3)

is used to evoolve the fold an
ngles . Readeers are referredd to [12] for thee numerical sollution method of
o Eq. (3).
The computeed fold angles are then used to access the folded configuuration of a “snnapshot” at ann interested tim
me. Rigid
folding simuulation has a relatively low coomputational cost,
c
especiallyy those that exhhibit a high levvel of symmetryy, and is
well suited foor computing folded
f
geometrries of known folding
f
patterns.
Rigid origpami

model

Single-vertex

unit

Parallel line.g

P2

(b)

Spherical 4 -I bar
mechanismis

r
(a)

(c)

Figure 1. Reepresentative notation and schem
matic of rigid oriigami model. (a)) Definition of seector angles, θi, and
a fold angles, ρi, at a
single vertexx with four folds, and (b) 8-fold single
s
vertex in the
t flat state. (c)) Example folds available on 8-ffold reference griid. Blue
denootes “mountain”” fold and red deenotes “valley”.

2.2 Rigid fooldable tessella
ations
This work coonsiders infinitte FSSs analyzzed using FEM
M with periodicc conditions. Thherefore, origaami designs considered
here are resttricted to tessellations that foold and un-foldd along a flat plane, withoutt creating an overall
o
curvatuure. Four
tessellations shown in Figu
ure 2 can be coonstructed baseed on the fold pattern
p
units inn Figure 1 (b). These tessellaations all
a
all fold patterns consiidered, dipoless are printed, following
fo
the geometry
g
fold along a flat plane. Forr consistency across
t single verteex unit, shown in Figure 3 (a)),(b).
mapping on the
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Figure 2. Dipole
D
FSSs fold
ded origami tesseellations. a) flat dipole
d
FSS; b) corrugated
c
dipolee FSS; c) dipole FSS folded folloowing
Miura-orii; d) dipole FSS folded following a tessellation that
t combines Miura-ori
M
and watterbomb bases; e)
e dipole FSS foolded
M
following a tesssellation that coombines Miura-oori and inverted Miura-ori.
(b)
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1/2

Pi
Xi
(c

Figure 3. Schhematic of condu
uctive element laayout of the FSS
S. (a) Dipole layoout on unit cell (b)
( Notation andd reference framee used to
parameterrize dipole location on unit cell, (c) FEM perioddic bounding boxx setup in COMS
SOL.

3. ELECTROM
E
MAGNETIC ANALYSIS
S
3.1 Assump
ptions in the model
m
Dipole-basedd foldable FSS
Ss operational in the S-bandd are considereed. Their frequuency responsees are evaluateed using
finite elemennt method in COMSOL,
C
a commercial
c
muultiphysics FEM
M software. Simplified
S
assuumptions regarrding the
material propperties of consstituents in thee foldable FSS
Ss are used in order to reducce the computaational cost off the EM
analysis. Keyy assumptions involve the eliimination of thhe effect of thee dielectric substrate and the conductive losss. These
assumptions are justified in
i this study because
b
the dielectric substrrate is assumeed to be very thin compared to the
t
substrate from
f
the
relevant wavvelengths with a minor effecct on the FSS performance, and the eliminnation of the thin
model improoves the compu
utational efficiency significanntly. The condductive traces are
a assumed too be a good coonductor,
for example, copper ( = 6.0
6 × 10 / ) with negligibble effects on the
t frequency response in the RF range. Results of
vestigating the effect of these assumptions, are
a presented in
i Sec.3.3.
numerical exxperiments, inv
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3.2 Analysis using FEM in
n COMSOL
Based on the assumptions discussed in the previous section, the EM analysis model is set up as illustrated in Figure 3 (c).
The substrate is assumed to have negligible effect and is not drawn. The dipoles are drawn, for each folded configuration
of interest, such that they follow the folded pattern. A dipole layout on a general single-vertex unit is shown in Figure 3
(a). The new coordinates of dipoles on folded substrate can be calculated using a geometric mapping such as one shown
in Figure 3(b). The vector Helmholtz equation is solved for the electric field, assuming time harmonic behavior.
Perfectly electric conductor (PEC) BCs are used for the dipole surfaces. Absorbing boundary conditions are used at the
top and the bottom boundaries to truncate the computational domain. Port boundary conditions are used to apply the
excitation at a prescribed frequency, angle of incidence and polarization. Perfectly matched layers (PMLs) of quarter
wavelength thickness are applied at the top and bottom to suppress artificial reflections from those boundaries. The
height of the computational domain is set such that the distance between the dipoles and the port boundaries is at least a
full wavelength.
Mesh density is determined relative to the wavelength that corresponds to the highest frequency used in the frequency
sweep. The conductive traces were discretized using triangular elements of the maximum size /30. The deviation in
the resonant frequency when using the maximum size /15 is 1.5%. The computational accuracy is most sensitive to
the mesh on the conductive traces. The rest of the model is discretized according to the conductive trace mesh, with the
size of the tetrahedral elements growing, away from the dipoles, up to the maximum dimension of /6.
To improve the computational efficiency, only the dipoles aligned with the excitation are drawn and meshed in
COMSOL. For instance, when the FSS is excited with plane waves with the electric field along the x-axis, only the two
parallel dipoles along the x-axis are drawn. From the principles of FSS design [13] and previous numerical experiments
[10], the dipoles aligned with the input electric field are excited with a current flow at the resonant frequency, while the
dipoles orthogonal to the input electric field experience no induced current. A numerical test was conducted to confirm
that the orthogonal dipoles do not affect the simulation and can be removed from the model without affecting the
analysis.
3.3 Effects of material properties
Numerical experiments are conducted to investigate the material assumptions of the model, as discussed in Sec. 3.1 by
inserting published versus idealized material properties of the dielectric substrate and finite conductivity for a flat dipole
FSS. Figure 4 shows a summary of these studies. The black solid line refers to the frequency response of the
transmission coefficient for a dipole FSS using no material properties, i.e., no substrate with PEC for the dipole. A
strong resonance at 3.42GHz is observed. Changing the dipole surface to have the conductivity of copper ( = 6.0 ×
10 / ) has virtually no effect. Inclusion of a dielectric substrate with dielectric constant = 2.2 and thickness 1mm
moves the resonance down to 3.21GHz, by 6%. Inclusion of a thin dielectric substrate with 0.5mm thickness leads to a
4% downward shift in resonance. Use of a degraded conductor reduces the Q-factor, in an extreme case ( = 1.0 ×
10 / ), removing the resonance.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Dipoles on
o tessellation
ns
Frequency reesponses of dip
poles followingg folded substrrates, excited by
b a plane wavve with the elecctric field alignned with
the x-axis, arre shown in Fiigure 5. Fictitioous time t indicates how far the substrate is folded. The corresponding
c
changes
in the projectted x-length, Δ , are summaarized in Tablee 1.
Table 1. Foldd evolution parrametrized by “time”
“
t and thhe correspondinng change in thhe projected x-llength Δ
t: “time”

1

10

20

30

40

5
50

Δ : change in
the x-lengthh

0

-11.7%

-7.7%

-19.1%

-36.5%
%

-599.5%

In all of the fold
f
patterns teested, the resonnant frequency tends to shift upward,
u
follow
wing the changees in the perioddicity
and dipole ree-orientation, as
a the substrate is folded. Foldding introducess no significant difference in the strength off the
resonance in corrugation an
nd Miura-ori unntil the sheet iss very much foolded. The freqquency response is more compplex in
f
the other twoo fold patterns, involving channges in the streength of resonaance and multiple resonancess for strongly folded
structures.
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M

Frequency reesponse of dipo
oles followingg folded substraates, excited by a plane wave with the elecctric field alignned with
the y-axis, arre shown in Figure 6. One off the notable differences
d
from
m the frequenccy responses off the other polaarization
is that the reesonance becom
mes weaker ass the sheet is folded further,, following Miura-ori. This is because thee folding
creates misalignment in th
he dipole orienntations with respect
r
to each other, creatiing an effect similar
s
to polaarization
he input electrric field (see Figure
F
7). By comparison,
c
inn the horizontaal polarization case for
misalignmennt, relative to th
corrugation and
a Miura-ori, each dipole is folded, but thee alignment to its neighbors aligns
a
with thee incident electtric field,
leading to onnly a minor effeect on the quality factor.
Another inteeresting phenom
menon is seen in Figure 6 (cc),(d). The missalignment of the dipoles annd the incidentt electric
field leads too a degraded qu
uality factor, as
a before, as thhe sheet is foldded from the =1 state towarrds the =10 state. At
the =20 sttate, the resonance is almostt gone, and thhe location of the minimum
m is shifted sligghtly towards a lower
frequency. At
A the =30 state,
s
the respoonse is back too dipoles resonating at a higgher frequencyy. The surfacee current
density plot in
i Figure 8 (a) reveals that foolding induces dipole orientattion reconfigurrations such thaat, for a certainn folding
range, the coombination of dipole misaliggnment and thheir separation creates a perfformance gap. At the =200 state in
Figure 8 (a) center,
c
the fourr dipoles in thee middle experiience no currennt flow, leaving the outer dippoles to bridge between
a large gap, leading to a weak
w
response. As the sheet is folded furtheer, the slanted dipoles in the middle becom
me closer
nt flow.
together, leadding to a curren
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The surface current
c
plot can
n be used to innvestigate the phenomenon
p
leeading to two dips
d in the trannsmission for Miura-ori
M
and waterbom
mb base and inverted
i
Miuraa-ori patterns, with the horizzontal polarizaation. In Figurre 8 (b), the diip at the
lower frequeency correspon
nds to outer dipoles
d
experieencing strongeer current, whhile the dip at the higher frrequency
corresponds to inner dipolles having a sttronger currentt flow, creatinng two differennt modes of opperation. A caareful reps together couuld lead to a wide
w stop band.
design to merge those to dip
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Figure 8. Surfface current den
nsity at the resoonance of dipolees folded follow
wing Miura-ori and
a waterbomb base pattern. a)) the four
middle dipoless experience no current flow at the
t
= 20 foldeed state with the vertical polarizaation, leading too a weak responsse; b) two
different moddes of operation
n, leading to two dips in the trransmission coeefficient at the = 40 folded state
s
with the horizontal
h
polarization.

4.2 Performance reconfiguration trends
The trends inn the resonancce shifting are summarized inn Figure 9. Ass discussed in the previous section,
s
changees in the
periodicity sppan leads to shifts
s
in resonaant frequency. The trend shoown in Figure 9 (a) and parrametric studiees on the
effect of thee periodicity span
s
on the resonant
r
frequuency (see Figgure 10) indiccate that, in case
c
of the hoorizontal
polarization, shortening the periodicity span
s
in the dirrection orthogonal to the dippole/electric fiield alignmentt has the
metric studies show
s
that the decrease
d
in the periodicity spaan in the orthoggonal,
direcction has
dominant efffect. The param
a monotonic effect of incrreasing the ressonant frequenncy. The trendd curves in Figgure 9 (a) exhhibits a larger resonant
d patterns that produce a larrger decrease in . The inncrease in the resonant frequuency is
frequency inncrease in fold
enhanced duee to bends creaated along dipooles, causing ann effect similarr to changing thhe angle of inccidence.
The trend seen in Figuree 9 (b) is connsistent with the discussionns above. Thee periodicity span in the direction
d
perpendiculaar to the dipolees aligned withh the electric field
f
changes at
a the same ratte for all fold patterns,
p
resultting in a
similar rate of
o increase of resonant frequuency. The nonn-monotonic behavior observved in Figure 9 (b) for the Miura-ori
M
and waterbom
mb base and in
nverted Miura-oori pattern is due
d to the dipolle misalignmennt observed in Figure
F
8 (a).
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Figure 9. The resonance shiftt trends of dipolles following foour different origgami tessellationns. a) horizontall polarization; b)
b vertical
polarization.
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Figure 10. Parrametric study on
n dipole FSS ressonance for varying periodicity span.
s
Dipoles aree oriented along the x-axis. The right
side of the ploot indicates a smaaller periodicity span, mimickingg “later” foldingg steps.

5. CONCLUSIO
ON
Dipole FSS was folded in four known origami
o
tessellations and sim
mulated for thee S-band operaation. The genneral
t changes in the
trend of the resonance freequency increaase was obserrved across diffferent configuurations, due to
periodicity sppan. The domiinant effect seems to be the periodicity in the direction orthogonal
o
to the dipole aliggned
with the eleectric field. Combination off other phenom
mena due to the complex geometric recconfigurations are
observed, inccluding the deegraded qualityy factor for fold patterns thaat result in dippole misalignm
ment, and multtiple
modes of opeeration producced to several non-identical
n
liines of dipoless caused by som
me folding pattterns breakingg the
symmetry.
The origami tessellations and
a dipole patteerns evaluatedd in this study demonstrate
d
thhe potential of spatial reconfiiguration
for tuning thee resonance freequency of a FSS. The study also provided new insights innto coupling mechanisms
m
forr 2D EM
resonators em
mbedded in a 3D
3 space, whicch has implicatiions for other EM
E applicationns. Further dessign tools are needed
n
to
identify new fold patterns and folding paaths that enhannce this tuningg capability, whhile satisfying additional connstraints.
s
as actuaator placemennt, attachment points withinn a specific device, and retaining
r
Engineering constraints, such
displacementt precision whiile in operationn will be imporrtant consideraations for a folddable FSS to acchieve practicaal utility.
Together, thiis computation
nal study prediicts a set of FSS
F designs wiith measurablee resonance shhifts and motivvates the
further compputational and experimental
e
innvestigation off an origami-baased approach to FSS tuning.
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